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Symmetry Energy

• Energy of asymmetric matter contained in 𝑆(𝜌)
• Describes change in energy as N-Z deviates from symmetry

• Characterization of density dependence very important for my work
• 𝐽, 𝐿, 𝐾!"#  are isovector bulk properties of EOS
• 𝐿, 𝐾!"#  are important in discussion of neutron stars and neutron-rich 

systems
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Neutron stars and 
Neutron Skins

• Pressure of neutron matter 
pushes neutrons out against 
surface tension
• Neutron star properties also 

depend on pressure of 
neutron matter
• Neutron skin measurement 

constrains DDS
• 𝑃!"# 𝜌$ ≈ %

&
𝐿𝜌$
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Symmetry energy
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PREX-II
quantum chromodynamics, c2sðn ≫ 50n0Þ ¼ 1

3 [63]. The
uncertainties, however, are sizeable at the maximum
density: c2sð2n0Þ ≃ 0.14$ 0.08 (N2LO) and c2sð2n0Þ ≃
0.10$ 0.07 (N3LO). Precise measurements of neutron
stars with mass ≳2 M⊙ [64–67] indicate that the limit
has to be exceeded in some density regime beyond n0 [68].
Our 2σ uncertainty bands are consistent with this happen-
ing slightly above 2n0, especially since the downward turn
of c2s (n ≳ 0.28 fm−3) is likely an edge effect that will
disappear if we train on data at even higher densities.
Comparison to experiment.—Figure 2 depicts con-

straints in the Sv–L plane. The allowed region we derive
from χEFT calculations of infinite matter is shown as
the yellow ellipses (dark: 1σ, light: 2σ) and denoted
“GP-B” (Gaussian process–BUQEYE collaboration).
Also shown are several experimental and theoretical con-
straints compiled by Lattimer et al. [69–71]. The experi-
mental constraints include measurements of isoscalar giant
dipole resonances, dipole polarizabilities, and neutron-skin
thicknesses (see the caption for details). The white area
depicts the intersection of all these (excluding that from
isobaric analog states and isovector skins, which barely
overlaps). This region is in excellent agreement with our
prediction.
Our yellow ellipses in Fig. 2 represent the posterior

prðSv; L jDÞ, where the training data D are the order-by-
order predictions of ðE=NÞðnÞ and ðE=AÞðnÞ up to 2n0.
The distribution is accurately approximated by a two-
dimensional Gaussian with mean and covariance
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We consider all likely values of n0 via prðSv; L jDÞ ¼R
prðS2; L j n0;DÞprðn0 jDÞdn0. Here, prðS2; L j n0;DÞ

describes the correlated to-all-orders predictions at a par-
ticular density n0, and prðn0 jDÞ ≈ 0.17$ 0.01 fm−3 is the
Gaussian posterior for the saturation density, including
truncation errors, determined in Ref. [28]. If the canonical
empirical saturation density, n0 ¼ 0.164 fm−3, is used
instead the posterior mean shifts slightly downwards: Sv →
Sv − 0.8 MeV and L → L − 1.4 MeV. This shift is well
within the uncertainties computed using our internally
consistent n0. In contrast to experiments, which extract
Sv–L from measurements over a range of densities, our
theoretical approach predicts directly at saturation density,
thereby removing artifacts induced by extrapolation.
Our 2σ ellipse falls completely within constraints

derived from the conjecture that the unitary gas is a lower
limit on the EOS [69] (solid black line). The same work
also made additional simplifying assumptions to derive an
analytic bound—only our 1σ ellipse is fully within that
region (dashed black line). Figure 2 also shows the allowed
regions obtained from microscopic neutron-matter
calculations by Hebeler et al. [79] (based on χEFT NN

and 3N interactions fit to few-body data only) and Gandolfi
et al. [80] (where 3N interactions were adjusted to a range
of Sv). The predicted ranges in Sv agree with ours, but we
find that L is ≈10 MeV larger, corresponding to a stronger
density-dependence of S2ðn0Þ. References [79,80] quote
relatively narrow ranges for Sv–L, but those come from
surveying available parameters in the Hamiltonians and so,
unlike our quoted intervals, do not have a statistical
interpretation.
Summary and outlook.—We presented a novel frame-

work for EFT truncation errors that includes correlations

FIG. 2. Constraints on the Sv–L correlation. Our results
(“GP–B”) are given at the 68% (dark-yellow ellipse) and 95%
level (light-yellow ellipse). Experimental constraints are derived
from heavy-ion collisions (HIC) [72], neutron-skin thicknesses of
Sn isotopes [73], giant dipole resonances (GDR) [74], the dipole
polarizability of 208Pb [75,76], and nuclear masses [77]. The
intersection is depicted by the white area, which only barely
overlaps with constraints from isobaric analog states and iso-
vector skins (IASþ ΔR) [78]. In addition, theoretical constraints
derived from microscopic neutron-matter calculations by
Hebeler et al. (H) [79] and Gandolfi et al. (G) [80] as well as
from the unitary gas (UG) limit by Tews et al. [69]. The figure has
been adapted from Refs. [70,71]. A Jupyter notebook that
generates it is provided in Ref. [42].
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𝐽 = 38.1 ± 4.7 MeV
𝐿 = 106 ± 37 MeV

Suggests a moderately 
stiff EOS







Why the 
Discrepancy?
• Large discrepancy between PREX 

and CREX yet to be explained by 
existing models alone

• Suggests theory and experiment 
are in tension
1. Experiment uncertainty is missing 

something
2. Theory is incomplete
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Attempts to Alleviate Tension

Yüksel + Paar (2023)

Papakonstantinou (2022) Zhang + Chen (2022)
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Correlation 
with 48Ca

Preliminary



How about Ksym?

• Correlation between L and isovector 
skins well documented
• Ksym not thought to be easily 

constrained by nuclei
• Largely insensitive to Ksym with normal 

asymmetries

• Some light on EDF theory may come 
from looking at Ksym

𝐾 𝛼 = 𝐾% + 𝛼$𝐾( +⋯

𝐾! = 𝐾"#$ − 6𝐿 −
𝑄%
𝐾%
𝐿



RMF

Skyrme





Extraction of L and Ksym

• Set up Chi-square
• Experimental errors are errors from experiment
• Theory errors are calculated using 68% prediction interval from previous 

relations

• Defined log-likelihood function with uniform priors on L

ℒ ∼ exp(−
1
2
𝜒$)

• Use Bayesian inference and MCMC code emcee to generate 
posteriors

𝜒& =1
𝑦'(" − 3𝑦 𝐿, 𝐾"#$

&

𝜎)*& + 𝜎+,&

Aggressive
• Only use PREX vs L and CREX vs Ksym-6L
• Only use RMF models

Conservative
• Use all 4 relations
• Use both RMF and Skyrme models



Wildly Different Scenarios
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PRL126,172503(2021)

• Aggressive fit
• Predicts large and positive Ksym 

values
• L is consistent with our original 

work and likely large
• Conservative fit
• Favors very small L
• Ksym less conclusive

Fit L (MeV) Ksym (MeV)

Aggressive 110 ± 40 970 ± 320
Conservative 19 ± 19 −61 ± 280



New Calibrated Interaction DINO

• FSUGold family of RMF models + delta 
meson
• Interaction of 𝜎,𝜔, 𝜌 mesons with 

nucleons + 𝛿
• Changes the DDS
• Gives another DoF to fit Ksym

• 3 models with different values of L
• All have Ksym in excess of 500 MeV
• This parameter space largely 

untouched 
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• Large Ksym makes small skins in 
48Ca and leaves 208Pb skin mostly 
unaffected

• Outperform every other model 
used in CREX analysis

• Have very large isovector 
couplings



Problems at High 
Density
• Large Ksym stiffens symmetry energy at 

high density

• Stiffens EOS at high density à large 
neutron stars

• Radii are much too big
• Tidal deformabilities also too big

• Consistent with maximum mass
• Radius problem may be fixable with phase 

transition
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Conclusions

• EDFs need some work
• CREX and PREX-2 are hard to reconcile at 67% confidence

• One possible avenue is higher order symmetry energy derivatives
• Ksym-6L shows strong correlation with RMF models and CREX
• Large and positive Ksym favored from model analysis with RMF models
• DINO models have large Ksym values and beat other models at 

reproducing PREX+CREX
• Blow up at high density…among other issues

Special thanks to Jorge and Farrukh for this work
In collaboration with PREX/CREX collaboration
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